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SOUTH WEST METROPOLITAN RAIL LINK 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mrs D.J. Guise):  Today I received a letter from the member for Carine seeking to 
debate as a matter of public interest the following motion - 

That this House calls on the Gallop Labor Government to - 

(a) substantiate the rubbery patronage figures underpinning its decision to redirect the 
south west metropolitan rail link; 

(b) publish comprehensive, itemised capital and operating cost details for the entire 
project; and 

(c) allow for further public consultation and parliamentary scrutiny following the release 
of the above information, prior to the passage of the Rail (Jandakot to Perth) Bill 
2002.  

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 

[At least five members rose in their places.] 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  The matter shall proceed on the usual basis. 

MS K. HODSON-THOMAS (Carine) [3.22 pm]:  I move the motion. 

I place on record yet again that the Opposition supports the concept of a railway link to Mandurah.  The 
Opposition has emphatically stated this on numerous occasions in this place.  The minister’s obsession that we 
do not support the railway is absolutely extraordinary, especially given the fact that when the Opposition was in 
government, it built two rail tunnels; one along Albany Highway at Roe Highway, Kenwick, and another at Glen 
Iris.  It is an absolute nonsense for the minister to even suggest that the previous Government was not committed 
to that rail link.  It is clearly evident that the problem lies with the distinct lack of information made available to 
the Opposition during the estimates committee and during debate on the rail legislation.  As such, every 
opportunity the Opposition has had to obtain information has been via questions on or without notice.  The 
opportunity for us to scrutinise this legislation now is of critical importance.  This State is embarking upon a 
major infrastructure project that will cost taxpayers enormous sums of money.  So far, all we have heard from 
the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure is that it will be delivered on time and on budget.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  And with vision.  

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  There is no vision in this plan and there is certainly no evidence to support the 
change of route.  That is something that I have said in this place on numerous occasions.  The Opposition 
believes it is important that the Government put together a document and place it on record so that Western 
Australians can see this project for what it is.  Thus far, it is a dud. 

Some time last week I asked the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure about the patronage details of the 
project.  I will now focus on that matter.  When the Opposition was in government and was considering the 
Kenwick route, a detailed plan was prepared and a study was undertaken of the projected patronage.  I have the 
document with me.  Last week I asked the minister about the separate paper that is alluded to in the 
supplementary master plan.  The minister graciously tabled that document in Parliament last week after I had 
been trying to get hold of it and to get numerous briefings on this very issue.  This is not an attack on the 
minister; but I am disappointed that after an agreement had been reached with Mr Martinovich for me to be 
briefed on the matter, the briefing was cancelled and the minister’s chief of staff suggested that another meeting 
be arranged, which did not happen.  

Ms A.J. MacTiernan:  It was cancelled because they were all involved in the debate in the upper House.  The 
member should get real - 

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  I was just about to say that I agreed, because that week Mr Martinovich was very 
involved in dealing with the rail legislation.  The briefing was supposed to happen on a Friday.  Several Fridays 
have since passed and I am still waiting.   

I will refer to the separate paper that was alluded to in the supplementary master plan.  This paper is about the 
modelling and patronage studies done on the direct route.  Members should compare the size of the two papers 
that I am holding up and to which I have referred.  On every occasion when the Opposition has asked the 
minister to provide detailed information about the project, it has not been supplied.  It simply does not exist, 
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which is why the Opposition keeps asking the minister for it.  Western Australians expect the minister to come 
clean and tell us what she is doing.   

I now refer to the misleading figure of 10 000 passenger boardings that the minister has alluded to, as did her 
parliamentary secretary on the weekend.  The claim is that the direct route will have 28 000 daily passenger 
boardings.  The minister’s media release states that 3 500 of those passengers will be from the Thornlie area.  I 
had to double-check that detail with my street directory to make sure that Thornlie is not on the direct route, and 
it is not; 3 500 passengers will definitely not board from there.  Therefore, there will be 24 500 daily boardings. 

Ms A.J. MacTiernan interjected.  

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  The minister should not worry, she will get the opportunity to speak and I promise 
that I will not interject. 

During consideration in detail of the railway legislation I asked the minister a question and her adviser said, 
through the minister, that 5 000 passengers travel on buses from Murdoch.  Therefore, they are already using a 
mode of public transport.  This is all about shifting public transport commuters from one mode of transport to 
another.  Let us subtract those 5 000 passengers from the projected 24 500 passengers, which leaves us with 
19 500 passengers.  The supplementary master plan also says that another 1 000 passengers will transfer from 
buses and use the railway again.  There is a distinct lack of information about where those extra passengers will 
come from.  If anything, only 500 extra passengers will take this direct route, at an expense that this State will 
wear for a long time.   

Last week, I also asked the Premier about the deal that had been done with the Greens (WA) to facilitate the 
passage of the rail legislation through the upper House.  I have been a member of this place for six years and I 
should understand the processes of this place.  I thought legislation committees were to facilitate the process of 
scrutiny.  The way in which this Government has dealt with the legislation in this House has made it somewhat 
difficult for me, as the opposition spokesperson on this legislation, to ask all the questions I would like to ask.  
This project is of grave interest to all members and I was competing with them for that opportunity.  A 
legislation committee provides members with a real opportunity to thoroughly scrutinise the detail of the 
legislation.  The Premier said that the Opposition was using delaying tactics and being obstructionist.  Quite 
frankly, that is not what this is about at all.  It is about providing the community with detailed scrutiny of a 
project that is of mammoth proportions.  The minister alluded to the escalation in the cost of this project and my 
reference to it in the report.  There is an escalation because the project has been delayed by two years.  

I will now touch on another issue, because a number of speakers on the opposition side would also like to make a 
contribution to the debate.  I refer to the proposal to purchase half of the old Myer building in William Street.  I 
found it extraordinary to read about that plan in a newspaper article.  I made contact with the Pacific Shopping 
Centre Group to find out what it thought about the matter and the origin of the notion.  Apparently, it had 
received a letter from Richard Mann which stated that -  

. .  one scenario under consideration by Government provides for demolition over the entire precinct.  
Under this scenario, all existing tenants on the precinct would be directly affected.   

It goes on to state that it is considering purchasing half of the building.  Madam Deputy Speaker, I wonder how 
you would feel if I were to approach you one day and say, “You have a nice four-bedroom, two-bathroom house 
in your electorate in the northern suburbs.  I would like to have half of your house.  I will demolish one half and 
you can keep the other half.”  Madam Deputy Speaker, I am serious about this.  I would leave you, Madam 
Deputy Speaker, with the four bedrooms and would take away the kitchen, laundry - I could do without the 
laundry - and bathroom and all the utilities needed to survive.  I am sure that you would really be impressed by 
that, because you would not need a kitchen, laundry or bathroom!  If a property owner were approached with the 
suggestion that he sell half of his building - the result of which would mean no lifts, airconditioners, loading 
docks and the like - imagine how he would operate his business.  Does such a suggestion mean that only half of 
the asbestos will be removed?  I do not think so.  Quite frankly, the project is unravelling at a rate of knots.  The 
Opposition always intended to release the document so that people could have a good, hard look at the details of 
the proposal that it has, thus far, been able to flush out.  Quite frankly, the situation is not good enough, because 
the Opposition has been prevented from learning the details at every opportunity.  During the estimates hearings 
there was no opportunity because it was not seen as a line item.  Rather, it came under the Western Australian 
Government Railways Authority.  Eventually, when the minister brings forward the Western Australian transport 
legislation, it will again be difficult for the Opposition to question anything that relates to costs.  What is being 
embarked upon is a major project.  We want to know what it will cost to construct the cantilever bridges on 
either side of the Mount Henry Bridge.  I am aware that the costings have been included in the supplementary 
master plan.  However, to date, they have been guesstimates and are not true figures.  Every time the Opposition 
has asked the minister to provide information she has been sadly lacking.  Planning and engineering issues are a 
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major concern.  It is important to release the document into the community so that people can judge for 
themselves.  There is a groundswell in the community -  

Mr M.F. Board:  It is huge.   

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  There is a huge groundswell because people are concerned about the way the 
minister has embarked upon the project.  I have heard government backbenchers claim that the minister has a 
vision.  Okay, prove it!  I urge the minister to come into the House and show us the details.  If the minister 
provided the Opposition with the details it might be able to say, “Oh yes, we will give her a tick for that.”  Thus 
far she has avoided providing detail at every opportunity.  It is incumbent on the minister to come clean and 
provide the details.  It is incumbent on the Government, which has advocated openness and accountability, to 
come clean.  Thus far it has failed.   

I now refer to the issue of a railway station at South Perth.  The member for South Perth recently asked the 
minister whether a station would be built in South Perth.  She replied that -  

. . . when we considered the cost of developing the station and the level of public transport that the 
people of South Perth already enjoy, it simply could not be justified.  Many outer suburbs have very 
limited public transport services.   

Mr P.G. Pendal:  There are too many people there.   

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  There are!   

Even the supplementary master plan states that South Perth has a great public transport system.  In fact, it is also 
serviced by ferries and buses.  What is also very important is that the coalition Government invested money - 
this Government has made further investments - in TravelSmart, which is a great initiative.  I commend the 
minister for continuing that project, even though she has made some cuts.  I understand that the TravelSmart 
investment was in the vicinity of $84 000.  The Government is providing the people of South Perth with a station 
they really do not need.  The member for South Perth will probably elaborate on his electorate in greater detail.  
However, although the Government has done a deal with the Greens (WA) to ensure that the legislation is 
pushed through the Legislative Council rapidly, I wonder whether the member for South Perth was consulted in 
the process.  I wonder whether he was asked about the matter or had any opportunity to present a case on behalf 
of his community.  I doubt it.  Something about this matter smells, although I am not sure what it is, because 
every attempt the Opposition has made to determine -  

Mr R.C. Kucera:  It was your plan that we buried.   

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Is that not an interesting comment!  After the Government starts digging up the 
bus ways they are certain to become its political grave.   

MR P.G. PENDAL (South Perth) [3.38 pm]:  Up until now the concerns that many people in South Perth have 
had about the matter before the Chair - matters about which I have sought to represent them in Parliament - have 
largely been about urban design and town planning issues.  The impact of poor urban design decisions, such as 
leaving the railway above the ground, will create problems of the sort that first arose almost 50 years ago when 
the freeway was constructed in South Perth.  The arguments up until now have been about urban design, 
environmental issues and the associated issues of there being no room for a station; therefore, it would fail to win 
the greater amount of potential clients or customers to the railway.   

I refer now to a new field of public concern, which is the issue of public safety.  In particular, I will acquaint the 
House with a City of South Perth report - I might add, it is a technical report - that came to my attention in the 
past 24 hours or so.  It takes the public safety concerns about the railway, in particular those related to the 
Narrows Bridge, to a new level.  The council was asked to respond to the Department of Land Administration, 
which effectively is the Crown, via the Swan River Trust.  The summary of the report outlines what the council 
was asked to deal with and states -  

The proposal is to construct a new single railway bridge in between the two existing Narrows Bridges to 
accommodate the proposed Perth to Mandurah Railway.  The Council has been requested to examine 
the proposal and provide comments to the Swan River Trust. 

In part the report provides the response by the council, which fills the gap and does cheaply what this 
Government is now committed to doing but is doing badly.  One section of the report is headed “Infrastructure 
concerns with the proposed railway bridge” and contains issues raised by the council’s manager of engineering 
design.  The first issue dealt with in the report is historic and aesthetic considerations.  I have raised many of 
those issues in the past.  The second point raised in the report concerned substandard widths and states -  
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In order to accommodate the additional railway infrastructure, the car lanes on the existing north-bound 
bridge will be slightly reduced in width from 3.5m to 3.4m, and existing shoulders will be reduced in 
width to 440mm instead of the recommended 1000mm.  The Manager Engineering Design advises that 
this is below Main Roads WA own standards, and should not be supported by the Council.  By 
comparison, the original (south-bound) bridge has shoulders of 600mm width, which, although already 
sub-standard, are not proposed to change as part of this application.   

Another new and substantial issue concerns the lack of protection against spillage.  These are the words of the 
council; they are not mine.  The report states -  

The application does not show any details of how potential spillage from the train operation (oil drips, 
hydraulic fluid leaks, etc.) will be intercepted and disposed of without causing pollution of the Swan 
River.   

Another new serious issue concerns noise and vibration.  The report states -  

The mounting of the rails appears to be directly onto the bridge deck without ballast.  This method of 
construction is likely to generate more noise and transmit this noise and associated vibrations 
throughout the structure.   

The next point covers the issue of loss of power.  I raised this point in this House some weeks ago and it was 
pooh-poohed by sections of the media.  The report states -  

Due to the exposed riverside location of the railway line, the insulators attached to the overhead wires 
will become encrusted with an accumulation of salt spray and dirt.  This could cause short circuits, as a 
result of which, the trains will simply stop running until the insulators are cleaned either by 
maintenance staff or natural weathering by wind and rain.  

Ms A.J. MacTiernan:  Or swordfish leaping out to clean the windows.  

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  This is a technical report.  It continues -  

The application fails to address: 

(A) what would happen to the passengers if the train stops running - it cannot be shunted out by 
another train as the problem is the power supply, not the train; and 

(B) how the overhead insulators would be maintained - would maintenance and traffic 
management requirements seriously affect the functioning of the bridge?   

I finish on that note.  I regret that Independent members are given only five minutes in total in which to speak in 
a debate such as this.  The other Independent members of this House have been generous enough to give me their 
time allocations of one minute and 15 seconds each.   

This report also deals with the potential for derailment, and demands, from my point of view, that the Premier 
intervene and have this project submitted to proper technical examination at arm’s length from the minister.   

MR M.F. BOARD (Murdoch) [3.43 pm]:  Why are we here?  Why is this issue being raised by way of a motion 
on a matter of public interest after years and years of consultation with the proper authorities and the community 
on the Kenwick route?  We are here because, within five months of coming to government, the Labor Party 
made a political decision to re-route the southern railway up the freeway.  Why was that decision made?  It had 
nothing to do with any consultation that was undertaken or evidence before the Government.  It had nothing to 
do with environmental studies or costings.  It was a political decision based solely on the fact that this 
Government could not stand to think that the biggest infrastructure project to be undertaken during its short term, 
and on which it would spend the greatest amount of money, would be a project announced by the former 
Government.  The Government did not have the grace to follow the usual conventions that have been observed in 
the State of Western Australia.  A political decision was made, without consultation, to re-route the railway.  
Since that time the Government has tried to find ways to justify the political decision it made.  It has pulled 
people out of planning and transport in its attempt to find people who would support a decision that was against 
all engineering, environmental, financial and patronage advice given to the previous Government.  That is why 
we find ourselves here today.  Why is every council that is located south of the river, such as the City of 
Melville, which represents 100 000 people, against this project?  Why is the City of Canning, which represents 
100 000 people, against this project?  Why is the City of Gosnells, which represents a similar number of people, 
against this project?   

Mr A.D. McRae interjected. 
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Mr M.F. BOARD:  The Mayor of the City of Gosnells has stated that she is against this project.  Why is the City 
of South Perth, which represents 100 000 people, against this project?  I am up to 400 000 people so far, and they 
are all against it.  Yet this is the big, wonderful project that will save areas that lie south of the river.  Why is that 
the case?  It is because a political decision was made without any consultation.  I refer to the editorial of The 
West Australian of 18 July 2001, which states -  

It is odd that the Government did not undertake a wider consultative process before announcing a 
project which, at a cost of more than a billion dollars, is described by the Premier as the biggest capital 
decision his Government will make.  

That is what this is about - his Government making a decision.  The editorial continues -  

In opposition, Dr Gallop was adamant that government decisions would be open to public scrutiny.  In 
this case, the public seems to have been deprived of the opportunity.   

Further down it states -  

Planning and Infrastructure Minister Alannah MacTiernan says that the Government will start a six-
month consultative period and that changes in detail are possible. 

It goes on to say -  

It is odd, then, that it has already made the final decision on the rail’s route. 

There has been no consultation.  The Government has informed people of the decision and has tried to hoodwink 
them into believing that this is a better course of action because it is the Labor course of action.  The 
Government could not stand the fact that more than a billion dollars of taxpayers money was to be spent on a 
project that arose from a Liberal Party decision that was based on consultation.  Who will be the losers in all 
this?  The losers will be the people of the cities I have mentioned.  The minister will stand up, as she has already 
done today, and indicate that certain people who live in the Rockingham and Mandurah region - some few 
hundred at best - will be eight minutes better off because of the train.  Hallelujah!  They are going to be eight 
minutes better off at the expense of hundreds of thousands of others who live south of the river and for whom the 
trip to town will not only take longer but also will be more expensive.  The minister has not aligned the costs of 
the bus-rail-bus option, which is what people will need to access.  People who currently catch buses from near 
their homes and go directly to where they need to go, or at least to the busport - the elderly, the young and 
various other people in our community who use public transport more than others - will need to catch a bus and 
then a train.  Once they get to the train station, they will need to find another means of getting to their 
destination.  That will be not only more expensive but also time consuming.  Other concerns, such as safety 
concerns, will arise, particularly for the elderly.  The minister is hoodwinking the Western Australian 
community, and particularly those who currently benefit from a fast bus route that is well accepted by people 
who live south of the river and a bus program that is integrated with the southern suburbs, works well and is cost 
effective.  People have not gone to see the minister to say that they are unhappy with the current fast bus route.  
The minister does not have that.  She made a political decision based on the fact that she did not want to support 
the decision made by the Liberal Party.  She is now trying to justify that. 

The minister also talked about the northern rail line and said that, somehow, the Liberal Government did not 
support that project.  Yes, there were arguments about infrastructure, buses and so forth.  However, at the end of 
the day, they are entirely different projects.  There were not large communities of people overlooking the rail 
line.  There were not the same environmental considerations on the northern rail line as it was mainly industrial 
land, and few suburbs overlooked the rail line.  It did not have the engineering problems that the minister is 
faced with, such as the access of trains over bridges and environmentally sensitive areas.  Those are the sorts of 
concerns that the previous Government dealt with.  It accepted the advice to route the southern line through 
Kenwick.  There are many engineering issues that the minister has not dealt with; nor has she discussed how she 
will deal with them, let alone pay for them.  We arguing about a project that was well consulted and well costed, 
and that delivered various options to the Western Australian community south of the river.  It gave the people of 
Mandurah and Rockingham what they needed; it gave the people of the southern suburbs their fast bus route.  
The bus route was integrated and it was a more comprehensive system.  What do we have today?  There are 
more losers than winners.  Not only that, but also it will cost the State hundreds of millions of dollars for the 
privilege of people paying more and spending more time getting to the city. 
MS A.J. MacTIERNAN (Armadale - Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [3.51 pm]:  I could spend many 
hours going through this very silly report.  First, I want to get the context right for members who are interested in 
the truth.  I had my first briefing with the Perth urban rail development team within a few weeks of the 
Government being sworn in.  My first question to the team of engineers was, why are we going via Kenwick and 
not down the centre of the freeway?  I also asked whether it was possible to go down the centre of the freeway.  
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They said that it was possible, and that it was the route they had always wanted to go but were barred from 
considering by the previous Government.  They were told that if they wanted to build the line down the freeway 
they would have to create a separate box at the side of the freeway.  They were told that the bus lanes were 
sacrosanct and could not be touched.  Their strong view was that their first and preferred option was, of course, 
to go down the centre of the freeway.  This is not something akin to an act of ego, as the member for Murdoch 
attempts to describe it.  It never made sense that the Government should deviate the train and take an 11-
kilometre - 
Mr M.F. Board:  Have you pulled out all your reports on that route?  They recommended that route. 
Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Can the member understand this?  That route was recommended because they were 
prohibited from considering the freeway option.  The Government has tabled in this Parliament - 

Mr M.F. Board:  That is absolute rubbish. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  We must get the history of this right.  A decision was made in 1994 - 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas interjected. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  The member would not take a single interjection because she is too gutless and she 
knows that she cannot argue and defend herself!  I will not take her interjections. 

In 1994, without consultation with anyone, the previous Government decided on the Kenwick deviation.  Prior to 
that, it thought the rail line would go to Fremantle. 

Mr M.F. Board:  The decision took three years, not five months! 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  How was that?  Show us the numbers.  Members opposite got into government in 
1993.  Members of the Opposition obviously have a problem with their maths.  They made the decision in 1994 - 
that is not three years.  The previous Government was not keen to move quickly on this because it did not want 
to build the line.  Having made the strategic decision in 1994, what did it do for the next three years?  It did 
nothing for the next three years.  It did not even start the master plan until 1997.  It had three years of doing 
absolutely nothing.  It was “gunna” build a rail line, but it was not really going to and we all know that! 

Mr M.F. Board:  A lot of cities were happy with it.  Go and ask the City of Melville - 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Fabulous!  Rockingham was excited, Cockburn was excited, Mandurah was excited - 
all the people in the southern suburbs!  The Liberals’ property developer mates - the people who bankrolled the 
Liberal Party’s campaign - were happy because the rail line was to go along their properties.  No-one else was 
happy because it did not make sense.  One day there will be a royal commission into this and we will find out 
what really went on.  We will find out how this dud of a route ever came to be enshrined. 

The member for Carine said some amazing things.  Shock, horror - the Government is contemplating severing a 
building to build the rail line.  Outrageous!  The Government is talking about severing the old King Kong site.  I 
ask the member for Carine to take a walk down Newcastle Street and Aberdeen Street and see how many tens of 
buildings were cut in half - even into quarters - to build the Northbridge tunnel.  Not only did the previous 
Government do that, but also it did it so badly that, in the process, quite a few buildings fell into the hole while 
the tunnel was being constructed.  Let us not worry about shock, horror!  Opposition memories are pretty bad. 

During question time today I went through some of the greater absurdities including the failure of Liberal Party 
members to recognise the need to escalate the costs of the project.  I dealt with the “real embarrassment” of not 
including the cost of the nine stations.  The previous Government did not include the cost of 10 stations.  The 
member for Carine has an intellectual problem.  She cannot understand the 12-minute differential.  If new 
stations are added south of Jandakot the 12-minute differential remains. 

Mr C.J. Barnett interjected. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  The illustrious Leader of the Opposition is now with us.  As he is making a positive 
and creative contribution to this debate we should now discuss some of the economic aspects of the project.  I 
want to talk about the borrowings of “only” $449 million.  I ask the member for Carine how the rest of it was 
going to be funded.  The previous Government had only $300 million from the AlintaGas sale. 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  This is the opportunity for the minister to tell Western Australians how her 
Government is doing it. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  The Opposition cannot get away with this because it is all about comparison.  This is 
about the Opposition’s claims that the Kenwick lemon is better than the faster direct route.  It is all about 
comparison.  The Opposition is claiming that it did not have to borrow any money for railcars.  How would the 
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railcars be paid for without borrowing money?  Would they be given to the Government?  Would someone say, 
“Oh Katie, you are a really nice person, let me give you 117 railcars”? 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  Please refer to me as the member for Carine. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  “Member for Carine, you are a very nice person.  Let me give you 117 railcars.”  How 
were the railcars to be funded? 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  We have been down this route.  The minister should come clean.  Something is fishy 
about this. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  The member does not understand.  How were the 117 railcars to be funded? 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  The minister should explain her rubbery patronage figures.  She has not even touched 
on that.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  I have given the member for Carine ample opportunity to explain how she would fund 
the purchase of the railcars if she did not borrow the money.  No-one will give her the trains, so how would she 
do it?   

Page 121 of the previous Government’s master plan is a sheet that was added later.  

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  What about your project, minister?  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  This is all about the comparison.  

Mr M.W. Trenorden:  No, it is not; it is all about your project.  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  It is about the comparison, because the Opposition is saying that the Government 
should not build a railway without providing the community with the background of where it was in the past and 
what is happening.  This is about the scaly, silly report put out on the weekend by the member for Carine.  She 
does not even know how she would fund her railcars!   

Mr A.D. McRae:  If the Opposition cannot explain its own plans, how can it possibly understand the 
Government’s master plan in all its detail?  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Exactly. 

I turn now to the patronage figures.  The member for Carine today became very agitated because the document 
produced by the Government as the working paper was not as big as that produced by the previous Government.  
I will explain why that is.  It was a supplementary document, building on the work done in the past.  The 
Government is not throwing all that earlier work out.  That document talks about the difference in the scoping; 
how the Government has gone from one model to the next upgrade model in doing the assessment.  

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  Where is the data that explains the patronage?  There is none.  You are still working on 
it.  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  I have said to the member for Carine that the data on which all of the working sheets 
are calculated are in the supplementary master plan.  All the tables are in there.  

Ms S.E. Walker:  Where?  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  The member should read it.  In the same way that the previous Government’s figures 
appear in this document, the present Government’s are in the master plan.  

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  Will the minister give an undertaking that the briefing will take place?  
Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Absolutely, but the Opposition cannot expect the Government to provide a briefing 
while the staff are required to be in the Legislative Council to facilitate that debate.  The Government is more 
than happy to provide briefings.  The Opposition gets more briefings than the Government ever got when in 
opposition.  I understand that it might take a bit of time to get on top of the detail, and the Government is quite 
happy to - 
Ms S.E. Walker:  You are so sarcastic.  
Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  And the member for Nedlands is not?  
There is nothing rubbery about these patronage figures.  These figures have been done by exactly the same 
people as did the patronage figures for the Kenwick route.  The Government has actually revised them 
downwards.  We could have used the existing population projections done by the previous Government and 
obtained larger patronage figures, but as more data became available it became evident that the previous 
Government’s population projections were too optimistic, and they had to be pulled back.  The process by which 
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that happened has been set out in the paper I tabled last week for the member.  It is claimed that people will 
leave buses and get onto trains.  That is true, and the Government does not deny it.  However, exactly the same 
thing would have happened with the Kenwick option for people from Mandurah, Rockingham, Fremantle and 
Jandakot.  All up, the Government estimates that 10 000 more people will use the Government’s proposed 
system than that proposed by the previous Government.  
The other absolutely bizarre claim is that, somehow or other, the Government is not allowed to include the 
number of people who will get on the train at the station the Government is building in Thornlie, because they 
will be travelling on the Armadale line.  On that basis, the Opposition would have no people on its trains because 
all the passengers would be travelling by the Armadale line.  The Opposition did not say it would deduct the cost 
of the improvements the Government undertook to carry out on the Armadale line.  It put in all the costs, and 
then said that we could not include the patronage figures for the Thornlie line.  Of course, the Government can 
do that, because this is a composite project; a Perth rail expansion program.  It expands to the north, the south 
west and the south east.  The Government does not apologise for that.  To suggest that the Government must 
include all the costs of developing Thornlie, but cannot include any of the patrons, leaves the Opposition with no 
economic credibility in this issue at all.  I advise the member to read the Hansard report of the debate that went 
on in this place in the early 1990s.  With the exception of the member for Kingsley, all the members opposite 
argued exactly the same way as they are arguing today.  The “let them use buses” brigade was out in full force at 
that time.   
I will provide some figures, because these arguments do not stand up to scrutiny.  Between 1993 and 1994, the 
first full year of the operation of the northern suburbs line, total public transport patronage increased 23 per cent, 
made up of a 38 per cent increase in rail patronage, and a 17 per cent increase in bus patronage.  It is clear 
evidence that we can get people out of their cars if we are prepared to provide them with a rapid and efficient 
public transport system.   

I could go on for some time about the mistakes in this report, but I do not need to dignify it with that response.  I 
want to go back a little and dwell on the cost of the railcars, and how the previous Government intended to fund 
the railcars.  It did not intend to borrow the money; it intended to lease the railcars.  How was the lease to be 
paid?  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  Out of recurrent expenditure.  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Was that to cost more or less than the cost of borrowing the money?  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  It would have been less.  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Ah-hah!  The Leader of the Opposition says it would have been less!  The economic 
illiterate who is now the Leader of the Opposition has not even read his own master plan.  I will set this up.  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  It would have been less because it did not include debt servicing costs.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Not at all!  Ignorance, ignorance!  That is why the Leader of the Opposition was such a 
dud as a minister, and is such a dud as the Leader of the Opposition.  He is not charismatic; he is not a decent, 
good bloke.  His one claim to fame is that he is supposed to have some economic credibility but, whenever he is 
pushed, we find that that veneer is as thin as any pretence of a good nature.   

Ms S.E. Walker interjected.  

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  I will go through these figures.  I know the member for Nedlands is not really 
interested in these numbers.  The only numbers she is interested in are those she can round up at the Nedlands 
branch of the Liberal Party.   

Mr A.D. McRae:  She is still struggling with those as well! 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  She is still struggling with them! 

I know this is very embarrassing for the Opposition, but I will set it up anyway.  This report, which was prepared 
for the previous Government and was subsequently incorporated into its master plan, shows that if the 
Government funded the entire project the annual net recurrent cost to government would be $80 million.  If the 
Government funds infrastructure only - that is, builds the rail and the stations but does not purchase the railcars - 
the cost for each year would be $84.2 million.  If it went down the path of full private financing, the cost would 
be $86.7 million annually.  Did the previous Government choose the cheapest option?  No; it chose the option 
which, on its own advice, would cost $4 million extra a year over 30 years.  Four multiplied by 30 is 
$120 million extra.  It did that because it wanted to hide the debt.  Somehow or other members opposite think a 
repayment is called a lease payment and not a debt repayment, and that somehow or other this is better.  It is not 
better - and it is not better to the tune of $120 million. 
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We are very confident that what we are doing is right.  We understand that this is a paradigm shift, and that 
members of the Opposition are having trouble understanding and grasping it.  Of course, none of these issues is 
without problems, and of course there will be engineering complexities.  We do not deny that.  There were going 
to be engineering complexities trying to get 20 trains an hour on the Armadale line.  At the end of the day there 
are two key factors: firstly, we are offering a public transport system that is competitive with the motor vehicle, 
and theirs did not; and, secondly, we are offering a public transport system that gives the southern suburbs the 
same opportunities for growth, for increasing the number of trains and for growing the patronage that the 
northern suburbs was given - not some half-baked idea that would give them two rail lines configuring into one 
and would always prevent them from expanding the number of services provided to those people.  That was 
unacceptable to us and it remains unacceptable. 

MR M.W. TRENORDEN (Avon - Leader of the National Party) [4.11 pm]:  The National Party will be 
pursuing the minister for some answers, not just a tirade of abuse.  We have just heard a 20-minute tirade of 
abuse. 

We estimate the cost of this rail line to be $1.6 billion.  In October 2000 the coalition announced a rail line at a 
cost of $1.1 billion.  How can the extra $500 million of costs be justified when the only benefit is a saving of 12 
minutes in travel time between Perth and Mandurah?  The new route is being sold as a passenger magnet, but 
Labor now says it intends to run 74 peak-hour buses on the Kwinana Freeway beside the train.  The Mitchell 
Freeway, about which the minister has just finished talking, carries no bus service.  It has the train, with bus 
feeder services.  This new service will add 74 peak-hour buses in with the cars.  It will carry just 19 000 new rail 
commuters from southern metropolitan regions, which are currently not serviced by a world-class public 
transport system.  A total of 3 500 commuters will also come from the Thornlie spur, which will cost an extra 
$95 million.  More than 6 000 of Labor’s projected new 28 000 rail passengers are re-badged commuters, who 
are currently provided for by a rapid transit bus service, which is already paid for, between Murdoch and the 
central business district.  The minister proposes to cancel that highly successful rapid transit bus service and put 
those passengers on a new train. 

The decision to build along the Kwinana Freeway and then burrow under the Perth CBD is a mistake.  It will 
double the original cost of this railway to $2 billion and beyond.  The Labor Party has created a fiscal time 
bomb.  This project is out of control and must be reviewed before it is too late.  Independent engineers are now 
warning of potentially uncontrollable cost blow-outs associated with tunnelling through the reclaimed sands near 
the Narrows interchange.  They say that the foreshore cut-and-cover rail tunnel route traverses unconsolidated 
reclaimed river fill and should be supported by underground stilts.  These huge concrete caissons need to be 
anchored to the limestone bedrock more than 25 metres below the surface.  We have not heard a whisper about 
these expensive sub-surface concrete pylons.  Nothing has been said about the engineering challenge that will 
add significantly to this cost.  The more we look into this Government’s madness, the more we uncover, and 
there seems no doubt that the entire Mandurah rail project will cost beyond $2 billion.  It will suck funds out of 
capital works in regional Western Australia for years to come. 

Independent engineers doubt whether the tunnel project from the Narrows Bridge to Perth central station can be 
built for $195.5 million as the minister claims.  In some of the minister’s own correspondence she admits that the 
engineers do not know what the supports are for two of the five buildings that are to be tunnelled under - they do 
not even know where the supports are - yet the minister admits in her own correspondence that there is no 
costing for any disaster that may occur during that tunnelling project.  We need to know urgently why the 
minister continues to fantasise about this project.  It is fantasy! 

The minister was petrified by the thought of the project going off to a Legislative Council committee because the 
Government’s logic for changing the route would be open to criticism.  It should be scrutinised, but the minister 
is ducking for cover as fast as she can.  She was petrified by the thought of the release of engineering detail for 
the city route if the project went to the upper House committee, so the Government did a deal.  That committee 
could have asked about cost details, but luckily the minister was able to buy off the Greens with a South Perth 
station deal that did not have to face any scrutiny.  This wild spending could have been better applied to projects 
such as the Peel deviation around Mandurah, where traffic solutions are becoming critical for all those people 
who live south of Mandurah.  The public has a right to know the total cost of this railway line.  This Government 
is revealing only a small fraction of the cost.  This scheme is unravelling before our eyes.  The costs will blow 
out.  It started at $1.2 billion and we are now at $1.6 billion - $2 billion is just around the corner. 

MR A.D. McRAE (Riverton) [4.17 pm]:  I have looked at the motion presented by the member for Carine and 
have tried to understand what the Opposition is getting at.  The first fact that needs to be included in this debate 
is that a Liberal Government has constructed no rail in the metropolitan region during the last century, and I can 
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guarantee that those opposite will not build one in this century either.  There has been one addition only to the 
metropolitan rail scheme in the past 102 years - 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.W. Andrews):  Order!  Having five or six members interjecting at the same time 
does not help the debate. 

Mr A.D. McRAE:  There has been one addition only to the metropolitan rail scheme in the past century, and I 
can guarantee that the mob on the other side had no part in it other than carping, harping criticism - they dragged 
it down and did everything they could to slow it down; they contributed nothing. 

What do we see when we look at this motion?  We see a political attempt to muddy the waters and create an air 
of confusion.  There has not been one contribution to public policy and not one contribution to the debate about 
the improvement of the public transport network in this State.  What we have seen is muckraking, a lack of 
intelligence and a complete lack of any credibility and analysis of economic data. 

I now refer to a couple of facts relating to this debate.  The coalition members did ask for further scrutiny.  Let us 
be serious about this.  We have had more than 25 hours of scrutiny within this Chamber.  The majority of that 
time was taken up by opposition members, and less than about 20 per cent of that time dealt with the detail of the 
project.  Most of it was to do with airy-fairy scaremongering and political ghostbustering sort of stuff.  It was a 
sham!  For opposition members to now pretend they have a serious interest in the detail of this project is too cute 
by half.  Nobody believes them, because they have zero credibility on this issue, as the coalition has not built a 
piece of rail in this State for more than 100 years. 

Twenty members spoke on the Bill when it was in this Chamber.  They made no contribution and detailed 
analysis then and they still have not made one today.  Today we heard some allegations by the opposition 
spokesperson on this issue that somehow the Government’s costings through the supplementary master plan are 
different from the processes that were gone through for its costings and analysis on the Kenwick deviation.  We 
know that the same people who prepared that plan were involved in the preparation of the analysis.   

Mr M.W. Trenorden:  Who cares? 

Mr A.D. McRAE:  The Leader of the National Party reveals his level of intellectual engagement with this issue 
and the need for analysis: “Who cares?” is his only response.  He is as shallow as the dams of the people whom 
he is supposed to be representing but to whom he is making no contribution.  I can tell members what the people 
in my electorate in the suburbs of Willetton, Riverton, Parkwood, Shelley and Leeming are interested in.  

Several members interjected. 

Mr A.D. McRAE:  Mr Acting Speaker, I ask for your protection from this constant barrage that does not engage 
with this debate at all.  The people in my electorate are concerned about whether we can establish -  

Mr M.W. Trenorden interjected.  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.W. Andrews):  Order, members!  I am having difficulty hearing the member for 
Riverton, and I ask the Leader of the National Party, in particular, to quieten down.   

Mr A.D. McRAE:  Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.  The people in my electorate have three primary concerns.  
They want to know that they will get an efficient transport system, that they will be engaged in a discussion 
about how the connections are made, and that this Government will respond to their concerns and ideas about 
what are the priority public transport issues.  I am very pleased to be the chair, on behalf of the Minister for 
Planning and Infrastructure, of an east-west public transport review committee.  The other members of that 
committee are the member for South Metropolitan Region, Hon Kate Doust, and you, Mr Acting Speaker, in 
your role as the member for Southern River.  That committee is engaging the local government authorities of 
Melville, Canning and Gosnells, and members of the public, in discussing what east-west connections it is now 
necessary to build into these vital arteries that this Government is establishing.  Contrary to what the member for 
Murdoch is saying, the local government authorities are vitally interested in participating in that committee and 
establishing good east-west connections.  They know that a rail spine down the middle of the southern suburbs 
will provide, for the first time, the opportunity to deal with the natural connections in the southern suburbs that 
the member for Murdoch and I represent; that is, the east-west connections that run from Armadale, Gosnells and 
Canning through Riverton and the city of Melville and ultimately to the city of Fremantle.   

The Opposition has no credibility.  It has not delivered any rail in 100 years.  When in government it failed to 
respond to the advice of its own experts and it failed to engage the community.  Its idea of consultation was no 
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consultation.  For three years its plan sat, unilaterally declared and devised, with no consultation, and it then tried 
to pretend that it had made some sort of attempt at public engagement.  

I conclude with an article from page 3 of the Examiner of 28 March 2002 headed “Whitely calls for rail clarity”.  
Well done, member for Roleystone!  The article states -  

But Opposition Transport spokeswoman Katie Hodgson-Thomas said the Kenwick route had been well 
researched during the development of the southern metropolitan railway plan.  

Is that right, member for Carine?  The article continues -  

Ms Hodgson-Thomas said she was not familiar with the William Street area but said she believed any 
traffic related problems could be overcome. 

So she thought it was well researched and fantastic, but she had no idea about what it was, and any problems 
could be overcome!   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  The opposition spokesperson for transport has not actually come to William Street to look at 
the problems there.  Do you not think it would be responsible of her to actually come out and look at the area? 

Mr A.D. McRAE:  That is right.  She has no credibility.  This motion is an absolute piece of rubbish.   

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham - Parliamentary Secretary) [4.24 pm]:  I again congratulate the Minister for 
Planning and Infrastructure on this outstanding project.  This project is one of the defining projects of the Gallop 
Government, and it took a lot of courage on the part of Cabinet.  This project will be one of the defining features 
of the Perth urban landscape for the next couple of centuries, and people will look back on this project, and on 
our saving of old-growth forests, as things that really matter to the State of Western Australia.  

This motion is pure politics.  To listen to the Leader of the National Party and member for Avon say we do not 
want a rail line and we do not think it is necessary just defies imagination, because I remember the former 
Premier, Hon Richard Court, of whose Government the member for Avon was a senior member -  

Mr M.W. Trenorden interjected.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Senior in years, but perhaps not in position.  Richard Court claimed in this place that the 
Court Government would put a railway line in place.  We now have this sudden road to Damascus conversion by 
the Leader of the National Party, the member for Warren-Blackwood and Hon Peter Foss in saying that they do 
not want a railway line.  I did not hear a peep out of them on this matter when they were in government.  The 
politics of the National Party is quite amazing.  As I pointed out recently, the Leader of the National Party has a 
rail line that goes directly to his electorate and services the towns in his electorate every day, yet he plays on 
what he perceives to be a country mentality by saying that he does not want the people of Rockingham and 
Mandurah to have a rail line but the people in his electorate should have one.  He is trying to divide the country 
and the city.  It does him no credit to do that, because the people in my electorate and the people in the southern 
suburbs - nearly half a million of them - think they deserve a rail line too.  It is amazing that other members of 
this place also bemoan the fact that we are building a rail line for the people in the southern suburbs.  The 
member for Carine has a rail line that goes past her electorate.  The member for Cottesloe has a rail line - which 
incidentally we re-opened - that goes straight through his electorate.  The member for Mitchell has a rail line that 
goes straight to his electorate.  However, the people of the southern suburbs are not allowed to have a rail line.  
That is their mentality.   

I will deal now with the fact that the route has been changed.  I remind members that in 1994, the then Court 
Government decided, unilaterally and with no consultation, to change the route that had been planned by the 
former Labor Government and take the rail through Kenwick.  The whole basis of the south west area transit 
study that was done at that time was that the rail would go through Fremantle.  The Opposition is now attacking 
us about our change of route.  Our change of route is basically to put in place a rail that people will want to 
catch.  I am very pleased to go to my electorate and the constituents whom I represent and argue for this route, 
because I know they support this route 100 per cent.  

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [4.28 pm]:  Members of this House and the public 
know the Labor Party cannot be trusted with money and cannot bring projects to fruition.  

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.W. Andrews):  Order, members!  The Leader of the Opposition has two minutes 
left.  Multiple interjections from the right-hand side of the Chamber will not assist during this time.   
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Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The 1980s is strewn with the excesses and failed financial behaviour of the Labor Party, 
such as the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd project and the Collie power station; and the list goes on and on.  
What have we seen since this Government came to power?  We have seen an unacceptable number of projects 
fail.  Projects are failing in this State.  This project has already been delayed for two years.  Had the coalition 
been in government, this project would have been well into construction by today, it would have been delivered 
by 2005 and it would have been affordable.  Some 21 months after the election, construction on this project has 
not started, major technical and engineering issues remain unresolved and the debt will be at least $1 billion.  
Once again, we see that the Labor Party cannot handle money or major projects.  The projects under Labor either 
fail, are delayed or get out of control.  Watch this space.   

The Premier could not handle money in the 1980s; he could not build the Collie power station.  The Minister for 
Planning and Infrastructure is erratic and shrill.  I would not trust her with a raffle ticket, let alone a project 
worth $1 billion.  Watch this space.  This project is in more trouble daily.  The other ministers might wonder 
why they do not have money for health, education and disability services.  The Minister for Planning and 
Infrastructure rolled them in Cabinet and the other minsters were silly enough to believe her.  The Government 
has already cut $400 million from capital works.  Why?  At least the Treasurer could see what was coming 
around the corner.  The Government’s own forward estimates show that already it is $800 million in debt and not 
a spike has been put into the ground.   

Question put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (21) 

Mr R.A. Ainsworth Mr J.P.D. Edwards Mr P.D. Omodei Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr C.J. Barnett Mr B.J. Grylls Mr P.G. Pendal Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr M.J. Birney Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mr J.L. Bradshaw (Teller) 
Mr M.F. Board Mr R.F. Johnson Mr R.N. Sweetman  
Dr E. Constable Mr W.J. McNee Mr M.W. Trenorden  
Mr J.H.D. Day Mr B.K. Masters Mr T.K. Waldron  

Noes (27) 

Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr S.R. Hill Mr M. McGowan Mr J.R. Quigley 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr J.N. Hyde Ms S.M. McHale Mr E.S. Ripper 
Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr A.D. McRae Mrs M.H. Roberts 
Mr A.J. Dean Mr R.C. Kucera Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr F.M. Logan Mrs C.A. Martin Mr M.P. Whitely 
Dr G.I. Gallop Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mr M.P. Murray Ms M.M. Quirk (Teller) 
Ms D.J. Guise Mr J.A. McGinty Mr A.P. O’Gorman  

            

Pair 

 Mrs C.L. Edwardes Dr J.M. Edwards 

Question thus negatived. 
 


